“Minnesota, so lately admitted into the Federal Union, will be second to no State in devotion to everything that makes for the safety, the glory and perpetuity of our Confederation. And, while secession and disunion are daily proclaimed by members of both Houses of Congress, simply in the event that a party, other than their own, becomes predominant in the national councils, we should offer our firm resolve and pledge to our older and stronger sister States, that, as far as depends upon us, we can never encourage, threaten or permit the sundering of those political ties that make of our United States a great, prosperous, powerful nation.”

ALEX. RAMSEY.

Saint Paul, January 2, 1860.

Which resolution was referred to the Committee on Rules and Legislative Expense.

SUSPENSION OF RULES.

Mr. Child moved that the rules be suspended, that H. F. No. 27, No. 1 on General Orders, be given its third reading and placed on its final passage.

Which motion prevailed.

H. F. No. 27, A joint resolution ratifying a proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America.

Was read the third time and placed on its final passage.

The question being taken on the passage of the bill,
And the roll being called, there were yeas 51 and nays 1, as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative were:

Adams, C. E. Hauser Marshall Petersen, W. L. Siegel
Anderson Larson, A. S. Miller Putzier Smith
Buckler Lawson Morin Regnier Smullen
Child Lennon Mullin Ribenack Spindler
Devoid Lawson Naplin Richardson Sprung
Ehner Loftsgaarden Nordlin Roeke Starks
Farnand Lommen Pattison Romberg Weber
Fearing McCornack Peck Sell Widell
Finstad McCubrey Pederson Serline Wolfe
Gardner

Mr. Murphy voted in the negative.

So the bill passed and its title was agreed to.

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS—CONTINUED.

Mr. Adams, C. E., with the unanimous consent of the Senate, requested that he be recorded as voting yes on the final passage of H. F. No. 27.

Which consent was granted.

Mr. Roepke moved that the Senate do now adjourn until 11 o’clock A. M. tomorrow.

Which motion prevailed.

G. H. SPAETH,
Secretary of the Senate.